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Emerging markets are pressured by the global scenario; In Brazil, the Central Bank initiated a downward 
interest rate cycle 

 
Brazil 
• The Central Bank initiated a downward interest rate cycle in October, cutting its benchmark Selic rate by 25bps 

(from 14.25% to 14% p.y.) 
• The economic activity pace disappointed in the third quarter, with some sectors of the economy reversing the 

recent months’ growth. Although industrial production increased in September, the rise did not offset the previous 
month fall. Retail sales (including vehicles and construction material) declined 2.7% in the third quarter. The 
industrial  confidence index fell 1.8% in October and the labor market remained weak. Despite these data, the 
leading indicators and fundamentals continue to suggest an improvement in economic activity. 

• Fiscal reform continues to advance. After the approval in Congress of the measure establishing a ceiling for growth 
of public spending (which will be appreciated in the Senate), the government should submit to Congress by the end 
of the year, a Social Security reform proposal.   

• Inflation continues its downward trajectory. The IPCA increased by 0.26% in October, accumulating 7.87% in 12 
months, versus 8.48% in the previous month. 

Internacional 
• In the US, the presidential election outcome with Trump's victory should bring major changes in economic policy, 

especially regarding tax cuts. The net effect of the fiscal stimulus is expansionary, in an economy that is already 
close to full employment. This will contribute to the upward trend in US interest rates, pressuring emerging 
markets’ currencies and interest rates.  

• In Latin America, Mexican economy is the most vulnerable to the uncertainties regarding protectionist policies to be 
adopted by the new government. Countries such as Argentina and Colombia, with greater balance of payments  
fragility, are also more vulnerable.  

• In Europe, the economy is still growing at a still weak pace. The greatest risks are politics related. The GDP forecast 
for the euro zone is a growth of 1.5% in 2016 and 1.3% in 2017. 

• In China, the economy has shown a stable growth, around 6.5% per year. A "tariff war" between the US and China, 
however unlikely, is a risk.  

1-  Overview Macroeconômico 

Previ Novartis 
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2-  Portfolio – per asset manager and per segment 

3-  Portfolio de Investimentos – alocação por perfil de investimento 

Allocation per asset manager Allocation per segment (not included ALM) 

Portfolio in BRL million 
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4-  Performance 

October 2016 Last 12 months   

¹ IGP-DI + 4% p.y. 

* Weighted Performance 

**  20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+ 

 

In October, the assets price in the domestic market continued to rise. The stock market rose by 11.2% in BRL and 
13.6% in USD. The BRL appreciated 2.0% against the USD. Country risk, as measured by the 5-year CDS, increased 1p.p. 
and closed the month at 274 bps. 
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5-  Fixed Income 

Nominal Yield Curves 

Real Yield Curves 

Sources:  Itaú, BRAM, BNP, Santander, Citibank, Western, Sul América 

*  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) since January 2015. Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 

Benchmark: Target = Actuarial Target 

Nominal Interest Rate– In Brazil, activity data does not cease to 
surprise negatively, which puts into question the growth expectation 
of more than 1.5% for 2017, which is the economic team base 
scenario and is absolutely fundamental to achieving next year's fiscal 
target. Inflation ceased to surprise positively on high frequency data 
and the service component showed stability. In this context, the 
Copom opted to start the monetary easing  cycle with a 25 bps cut in 
the Selic rate, markets’ expectation. Given this scenario, the nominal 
interest curve steepened its negative slope, with stable 1-year rates 
and 5-year rates falling 25 bps. 

Real Interest Rate- Real interest performance disappointed again, 
with the curves opening slightly in October, and 10-year implicit 
inflation remained at around 5%, close to the all-time low. After the 
Copom meeting, the mid-term NTNB-s opened almost 20 bps and the 
implicit inflation fell by the same magnitude. 

Private Credit– In October, there was a significant improvement in 
the volume of corporate bonds issuance in the primary market. Still 
with a resilient market, this volume was concentrated in the offer of 
NCF Participações debentures. In the financial sector, the LF offer of 
the RCI Bank took place.  

 

Within this context, October was an excellent month for Previ 
Novartis’ fixed income funds, with all funds outperforming their 
respective benchmarks. Highlighting again the BNP fund with Long & 
Short strategy, over performing CDI by almost 2 p.p. 
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6-  Equities 

³Since September 2014 

* Equities Offshore All periods since April 15 

In Brazil, Ibovespa ended October with a rise of 11.23%, at 64,924 points. The other international indexes performed: S&P500 -1.94% 
(USD), Euro Stoxx + 1.77% (EUR) and Nikkei + 5.93% (JPY). In commodities, Brent crude oil closed at USD 48.30 (-1.55% in the period) 
and iron ore at USD 64.38 (+ 15.25% in the month). The net flow of foreign investors was positive in October, increasing by BRL 4.4 
billion and accumulating a positive balance of BRL 17.5 billion in 2016. 

On the political front, the approval of PEC 241 (spending ceiling) by the Congress was an expressive victory of the government, showing 
its good articulation among parliamentarians until now. However, further revelations of the Lava Jato operation may reach important 
figures of the ruling base, making it difficult to vote on the next proposals. On the stock exchange, positive highlight for Vale, Petrobras 
and Siderúrgicas stocks. The Financial and Electric Energy sector also helped to boost the stock market. Basic Consumption and Capital 
Goods were the negative highlights in the month. 

Oil prices fell due to uncertainty regarding the agreement to reduce / freeze the current oil production announced by OPEC in October. 
Investors will now wait for news at the next meeting, which will take place later this month. 

The sharp rise of the stock market in October positively impacted Previ Novartis’ equity funds that even with some funds not 
outperforming their benchmarks, they had a very positive performance. Highlight for the BR Plural fund, which just entered the 
PreviNovartis’ portfolio, over performing in almost 3 p.p. its benchmark. 
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7-  Performance “Super Conservative” profile 
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8-  Performance “Conservative” profile 

*  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) since January 2015. Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 
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9-  Performance “Moderate” profile 

*  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) since January 2015. Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 
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10-  Performance “Aggressive” profile 

*  IMA-Composite (20% IMA-S + 14,4% IRF-M1 + 25,6% IRF-M1+ + 30% IMA-B5 + 10% IMA-B5+) since January 2015. Previous benchmark was IMA-G ex-C 


